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RE UNIVERSAL CREDIT
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CORNWALL HOSPICE CARE
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All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be emailed to
info@ruthclarke.com
BY the 17th of July
All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA. The views expressed in
this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional
before taking any action or entering into any agreement or documentation generally in reliance upon the information contained
in this publication. Whilst the publishers have taken every care in compiling this publication to ensure accuracy at the time of
going to press, they do not accept liability or responsibility for errors or omissions therein however caused.
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CLASS

2 NATIONAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE BY
LANDLORDS

A self-employed earner is defined at section 2(1)(b) of
the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act
1992 as: ““self-employed earner” means a person who
is gainfully employed in Great Britain otherwise than
in employed earners employment (whether or not he is
also employed in such employment).”
A person who is liable to Income Tax on the profits of
a trade, profession, or vocation will generally also be a
self-employed earner for National Insurance
Contributions (NICs) purposes. As a self-employed
earner, they will be liable to pay Class 2 NICs.
However, a person who is liable to Income Tax on the
profits arising from the receipt of property rental
income will only be a self-employed earner for NICs
purposes if the level of activities carried out amounts
to running a business.
The nature of property letting requires some activity to
maintain the investment, but that is not enough to
make it a business. For example, being a landlord
normally involves:
 undertaking or arranging for external and internal
repairs
 preparing the property between lets
 advertising for tenants and arranging tenancy
agreements
 generally maintaining common areas in multioccupancy properties; or
 collecting rents.
In order for a property owner to be a self-employed
earner, their property management activities must
extend beyond those generally associated with being a
landlord (which include, but are not limited to, the
above).
For example, ownership of multiple properties,
actively looking to acquire further properties to let, and
the letting of property being the property owner’s main
occupation could be pointers towards there being a
business for NICs purposes.
A landlord will also be a self-employed earner if any
of their activities amount to a trade for Income Tax
purposes. This could include, for example, receiving
income from other services such as providing a bank
of washing machines in a multi-occupancy block that
is rented to tenants, or providing an ironing service to
tenants. Running a guest house or hotel will also
usually amount to a trade for Income Tax purposes, so

an individual proprietor will be a self-employed earner
for NICs purposes.
If a property owner has an agent who manages their
property for them, things that the agent does should be
attributed to the owner. ‘Agent’ includes a friend or
family member, as well as a professional managing
agent. However, a property owner will only be a selfemployed earner on this basis if the things that the
agent does for them (ignoring any other clients they
might have) are enough to count as a business or trade.
Examples
 Samantha lets out a property that she inherited
following the death of her great aunt. This will not
constitute a business.
 Bob owns ten properties which are let out to
students. He works full time as a landlord and is
continually seeking to increase the number of
properties he owns for letting. Bob is running a
business for NICs purposes.
 Claire owns multiple properties that are let. She
spends around half her working time carrying out
duties as a landlord and is not looking to increase
the number of properties she owns. If the only
duties that Claire undertakes are those normally
associated with being a landlord, then this would
not constitute a business.
 Hasan purchases properties using “buy to let”
mortgages. He places all letting duties in the hands
of a property letting agent who acts as landlord on
his behalf. If the only duties that the property
letting agent undertakes for Hasan are those
normally associated with being a landlord, then this
would not constitute a business.
From HMRC

For further guidance you are
recommended to speak to your
accountant or look on HMRC website
(http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/
nimmanual/NIM23800.htm)
This article has been placed on the
CRLA website including the above link
to HMRC
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FIRE SAFETY
With the recent sunshine it is a good time to remind
members of the dangers of the suns rays reflecting off
and being magnified by glass
A recent incident nationally involved a concave mirror
focusing the suns rays onto bedding and causing serious
damage to a property.
There have also been numerous fires which have been
caused by bottles, crystal balls and other glass
ornaments being left in direct sunlight in a window.
Wherever possible, do not leave anything which can
magnify or reflect the suns rays in a window in direct
sunlight.

Jeff Hick GIFireE
Fire Safety Advisor
01872 277256
07815 854691
www.firesafetycornwall.com

If you have any concerns or queries
relating to Fire Safety or equipment
remember that Jeff Hick is available to
offer FREE advice to CRLA members

CORNWALL RESPONSIBLE LANDLORD SCHEME
At the last General Meeting members asked that the
Code of Conduct be included in the newsletter when the
Cornwall Responsible Landlord Scheme became ‘live’.
18 June is the date for the Scheme to start.. The Code
of Conduct with associated guidance is a twenty-four
page document, which is somewhat too long to include
in the newsletter. The following has been taken from
the Code. Anyone with any queries should contact

Martyn Dymond at Cornwall Council or visit the
Cornwall Responsible Landlord Scheme website: http://
www.cornwall.gov.uk/housing/private-sector-housing/
responsible-landlord-scheme/membership-area/.
Martyn Dymond’s contact details are:
Tel: 01872 224543
email mdymond@cornwall.gov.uk
It was agreed at the General Meeting that any landlord
wishing to join the scheme but unable to access
Broadband connection should liaise with Ruth
Clarke who will register the landlord with the
scheme.
Ruth Clarke

CORNWALL RESPONSIBLE LANDLORD
SCHEME RENTAL STANDARD
Cornish Rental Standard
All homes should provide a safe and healthy
environment for any potential occupiers or visitors.
The following standards should be read in
conjunction with the guidance notes provided
within this document.
Standard No. 1 - Free from Hazards
There are generally six common hazards that are
found during inspections which tend to have the
greatest effect on occupants in the private rented
sector.
The six common hazards are:
1.1 Free from damp and mould
Dwellings should be free from rising and
penetrating damp and free from persistent
condensation dampness inherent to building
design and/ or construction, and be adequately
damp proofed. Where defects are present they
should be investigated and repairs carried out.
Properties should have adequate provision of
natural and mechanical extract ventilation, i.e. a
mechanical extractor fan provided to a bathroom.
(Continued on page 6)
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CORNWALL RESPONSIBLE LANDLORD SCHEME RENTAL STANDARD
Where a property has well insulated walls and roof, has
double glazing, adequate space heating, and adequate
damp proofing and a problem with black mould still
exists, it might be the case that occupiers are
inadvertently causing excessive moisture production
and/ or not ventilating the property adequately. This
can be caused by certain household or lifestyle
activities such as not opening windows during times of
peak moisture production e.g. when cooking, bathing or
drying clothes. Advice may have to be given to
households on how damp conditions can be improved,
or if significant damage is being caused to the property
it may be necessary to discuss the terms of their
tenancy agreement.
1.2 Adequately heated, fuel efficient and well
insulated
The whole of the property should be capable of being
heated adequately. As a minimum all individual rooms,
including the bathroom and kitchen, should have fixed
controllable heating capable of achieving and
maintaining an adequate indoor temperature of 19°C
throughout the dwelling during cold weather. The cost
in using any heating system should be considered.
Affordability may also have a link with damp and
mould. The cost will depend on the type of fuel, the
efficiency of the heating system and the insulation.
Essentially if the heating is considered to be the
cheapest available it is more likely that it would be
used more often.
As a minimum there should be at least 200mm of loft
insulation. If the walls have a cavity (an air gap) it
should be provided with insulation, and ideally
windows should be double glazed.
1.3 Safe staircases and prevention from falls
Any internal staircases should have as a minimum at
least one handrail, be of non-slip construction (carpet
or other materials can be applied to treads), not too
steep, and have an even height between treads. Should
a fall occur this should ideally not result in coming into
contact with any other items likely to cause further
injury such as unguarded windows, radiators etc.
Outside steps should be secure and be provided with at
least one handrail (dependant on distance) and
adequately lit, and edges to decking, or changes in level
be protected with suitable guarding.
Windows that are above ground floor level with a low
window sill should be provided with a suitable window
restrictor that restricts the window being opened greater
than 100mm. An adult should be able to over-ride any
window restrictor in the event of an emergency.
Ensure all paths are in good repair and are even and do
not pose a trip hazard.
1.4 Hazard - Safe from fire
Dwellings should be provided with adequate fire
detection. The minimum (not including Houses in

Multiple Occupation, see section below) should be
detectors with 10 year lithium-ion (non-replaceable
sealed in) batteries. For properties with a traditional
layout mains wired, interlinked, and with battery backup is strongly recommended. Depending on the layout
of the accommodation there should normally be at least
one smoke alarm on each floor level, and these are
normal positioned within the hallway and first floor
landing.
Suitable fire firefighting equipment should be provided.
As a minimum it is recommend that a fire blanket is
supplied and fitted to the wall positioned between the
exit door and cooker.
Smoke detectors should be regularly tested and a record
of the test should be maintained and kept for a
minimum period of 1 year.
1.5 Safe from carbon monoxide and electrical
hazards
Gas appliances must be checked annually by a Gas
Safe registered engineer and a copy of the test
certificate provided to the occupant.
A carbon monoxide detector should be fitted in every
room that contains a fuel burning appliance.
Detectors should be regularly tested and a record of the
test kept.
Electrical installations should be inspected by a
NICEIC, NAPIT or other suitably qualified electrician
at least every 5 years, and visually inspected by a
competent person, which could be a landlord, after each
change in tenancy.
1.6 Free from overcrowding
It is accepted that over time a property can become
overcrowded where families can sometimes outgrow
the property that they live.
What is generally
considered unacceptable is a situation where a family
moves into a property that is clearly too small.
A dwelling should be adequate for the numbers of
people living within it having considered the number
and size of any bedrooms. Children over the age of 10
of opposing sexes should not be sleeping in the same
room. It is acceptable for children under the age of 16
to share a room if they are of the same gender and of an
appropriate age but it is dependent on the size of the
room.
1.7 Any other hazards
There are 29 common hazards found within dwellings.
Each can be assessed to determine whether they need
addressing and help prioritise works. Detailed guidance
for Landlords and Housing Professionals can be found
by following this link : https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/housing-health-and-safetyrating-systemguidance-for-landlords-and-propertyrelatedprofessionals
Standard No. 2 – General Conditions
All parts of the property should:
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CORNWALL RESPONSIBLE LANDLORD SCHEME RENTAL STANDARD
Be structurally stable and free from disrepair and in
good working order.
Have a suitably located bath or shower, wash-hand
basin, and kitchen sink, each with a satisfactory supply
of hot and cold water - including an effective system for
the draining of foul, waste and surface water.
Have adequate supplies for water, gas, and electrics –
certification for gas (electric if there are any concerns)
will be required as verification.
Have adequate provision for lighting, heating and
ventilation – natural and artificial lighting, water, and
extract systems.
Ensure any fixtures, fittings and appliances provided
under the tenancy are safe to use and in proper working
order.
Ensure any common parts of the building are well
maintained - such as stairways, hallways, if shared with
other tenants.
Before a new tenant moves into a property it would be
expected that the property would be inspected by the
landlord (or someone authorised by the landlord) to
assess whether there are any maintenance issues and
whether the property complies with this standard.
Where any redecoration is required this would also be
expected to have been carried out prior to the new
tenant moving in. Subject to allowing for any wear and
tear properties that are in a good condition at the start of
a tenancy are generally kept in good condition
throughout the rental period.
Standard No. 3 – Emergency Repairs
Emergency repairs such as a leaking roof, failed central
heating or hot water boiler problem should be attended
to as soon as possible but within 24 hours wherever
possible. It is important that the tenant should be kept
up to date with all developments as they happen.
Provide your tenants with an emergency contact
telephone number to report any essential repairs.

It is good practice to show your tenants how to turn off
water, gas and electric services i.e. position of meters
and stopcocks etc. so that in the case of an emergency,
damage can be minimised.
Landlords have the right to ‘reasonable’ access to carry
out repairs, but the tenants permission must be sought
with at least 24 hours notice in writing of the need to
gain access to the property. The tenant should also be
provided with an indication of the time needed to
complete repairs.
However, where a tenant and
landlord both agree that emergency repairs can start
immediately the advance written notice may be replaced
by the verbal agreement. Should major repair or
improvement work be required, you should ensure it is
properly planned and explained to the tenant. The start
of the work, the nature of the work, the likely disruption
it will cause and the time it will take should be
explained to the tenant well in advance. If the proposed
start date for any works is very inconvenient for the
tenant, an alternative start date should, if possible, be
agreed.
Standard No. 4 – House in Multiple Occupation
(HMO’s)
Generally a house in multiple occupation is a house or
flat that is occupied by 3 or more unrelated people or
where a building contains one or more units of
accommodation which are not self contained. HMOs
can present greater risks, especially with fire, than those
occupied by single households who share facilities.
HMO’s present a greater risk to occupiers and require
more detailed management in accordance with specific
legislation and regulations.
Managers of HMO’s must consider the following:
1. HMO’s occupied by 5 or more persons in a building
comprising three or more storeys require a
mandatory property licence. Details can be found on
the Cornwall Council website.
2. HMO’s
must
have
adequate fire precautions.
3. HMO’s
must
have
adequate amenities provision
in relation to the number of
people living in the property,
4. All Houses in Multiple
Occupation must comply with
the relevant management
regulations.
From Cornwall Council
Cornwall Responsible
Landlord Scheme
Code of Conduct
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CREDIT REFERENCING—WHAT DOES IT TELL YOU?
An increasing number of members are now asking for
references to be carried out on prospective tenants.
There is a quick guide on the CRLA website (where
you can download the reference form)
(http://
crla.org.uk/index.php/member-area/member-reference-

articles/) but for any member wanting more
information the following are from Alan Boswell
Referencing website.
Ruth Clarke

NEW TENANTS—WHAT IS AFFORDABLE?
Income Levels
Typically, 35% of an applicant’s gross monthly income
should be equal to or greater than their rent share. This
can increase or decrease depending on their personal
situation, for example, the applicant may have savings
or they may have existing financial commitments that
need to be taken into account.
When considering guarantor applications this reduces
to 25%.
Credit History
In general, applicants should be clear from negative
credit history data such as CCJs and bankruptcy orders
and should not have entered into arrangements with
their creditors. Applicants with minor credit history
problems may be able to pass referencing with a
suitable guarantor subject to meeting all other relevant

criteria.
We may recommend you do not proceed with
applicants who have large or multiple CCJs under any
circumstances.
Guarantor criteria
Guarantors must have a good credit history and be
verified to be residing at a UK address. It must be
demonstrated that they have sufficient income or assets
to undertake responsibility for rent payments on the
property being applied for.
It is not essential that a guarantor is a homeowner
although this will be taken into account when assessing
the risk level.
Alan Boswell Referencing
and as printed on CRLA website

FULL REFERENCE CHECKS
Response Time: Average 48 hours - but depends on
how quickly people respond to reference requests. All
requests are chased on a daily basis.
We believe our Full Profile Service does more than any
other product available in the industry to minimise the
risk of defaulting tenants. Our cost effective nationwide
service provides the greatest depth of enquiry currently
available to Letting Agents in the UK and we aim to
respond within forty eight hours.
Each full profile includes:
Employment Status & Income confirmation
Information about the applicant’s current employment
and salary information are obtained from the employer
in writing. Confirmation of the applicant's employment
status, length of service and salary package is obtained.
If the applicant has been employed for less than 1
month then a reference will be taken up with the
previous employer to ensure there was no detrimental
reason for leaving.
If the applicant is self-employed we will obtain a
reference from their accountant wherever possible and
obtain copies of the most recent set of accounts. Other
forms of proof of income can be accepted but this will
depend on other factors.

Address verification/Residency confirmation
Each applicant's history of residence is confirmed. We
can confirm if the applicant has given us the correct
addresses and locate missing addresses through a
variety of different information media.
County Court Judgments/Bankruptcy Data
Each address supplied is searched for CCJ's,
Bankruptcy and IVA data. In addition to this any
additional addresses located will be searched.
Bank Account Validation
The information provided by the applicant is verified to
be valid and correct.
Existing Credit Agreements
Number of previous and open credit accounts checked.
TDFT Data
Our in-house database contains approximately 220,000
records of previous tenancy applications. Our database
is updated with default data, fraudulent applications
and theft cases and is proving to be a very useful tool.
Previous Landlord/Letting Agent Reference
Enquiries are made to establish if the current tenancy
has been conducted in a satisfactory manner and that all
obligations under the agreement have been met.
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FULL REFERENCE CHECKS
Affordability calculation
Each applicant or guarantor report includes a suggested
rental limit that is manually calculated taking into
consideration existing financial commitments.
From Boswell Referencing Website

Although many reference reports do
come through within 48 hours I
recommend that landlords expect closer
to one week for reports—Ruth

EXPRESS TENANT CHECK
Response Time: Response Time: 4 working hours
Our Insight service has a normal response time of four
hours. All references are collected verbally by our
trained operators whilst on outgoing telephone calls.
The service is not suitable for self-employed, retired or
overseas applicants and some employers may not
confirm information on the telephone.
Each Insight Application includes:
Employment Status/Salary confirmation
We will attempt to verify the applicant’s employment
details verbally. On some occasions this may not be
possible and the application will be converted to a Full
Profile enquiry (average 48 hours for report).
Address verification/Residency confirmation
Using a variety of different information media we will
establish if the applicant has provided the correct
address information.
Bank account confirmation
The bank account information supplied by the applicant
is verified to be correct.
County Court Judgement search

All supplied and located addresses are searched for
CCJ’s.
Bankruptcy information search
All supplied and located addresses are searched for
Bankruptcy and Insolvency data, including voluntary
arrangements.
Existing credit agreement check
We will confirm if the applicant has credit agreements
and how many.
TDFT Data
A search of our database of bad tenants and previous
applications is included.
Previous Landlord/Letting Agent reference
If applicable we will speak to the applicant’s current
landlord/letting agent and verify that the tenancy was
conducted in a satisfactory manner.
Affordability calculation
Each applicant or guarantor report includes a suggested
rental limit that is manually calculated taking into
consideration existing financial commitments.
From Boswell Referencing Website

CREDIT CHECK SERVICE
Basic Profile Check reports are simple to order and easy
to understand and are for use when income validation or
other background checks are not required. Reports are

available 24 hours a day by filling in a simple form with
the basic personal details of the tenant or guarantor and
can uncover any adverse or undisclosed information.
Main features include: Full 6 year Public Information search
for CCJ, bankruptcy and insolvency data
 Electoral roll check at current and
previous addresses
 Search for linked or undisclosed
addresses
 Existing credit agreement search to
confirm residency and identity
 Search for alias names used by the
applicant
 Validation of date of birth
 Instant report available online 24/7
From Boswell Referencing Website
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NEW SHADOW HOUSING MINISTER
Durham MP Roberta Blackman-Woods is the new
Labour shadow housing minister, the party has
announced.
Professor Blackman-Woods, who comes from Northern
Ireland, has been in Parliament since 2005 after being
selected as candidate on an all-women list.
She is a sociologist with an interest in housing, and her
CV includes being welfare rights officer at Newcastle
City Council, a job she had before she became a
university lecturer.

Her last role in Parliament was as shadow planning
minister.
As new shadow housing minister she takes over from
Emma Reynolds and will have to look at some of
Labour’s more controversial manifesto policies for
housing, including the introduction of rent controls,
abolition of letting agent fees and the imposition of a
mansion tax.
From Property Industry Eye

INDUSTRY CALLS FOR ‘US-STYLE’ RENTAL MARKET
Developers, pension funds and housing associations
have written an open letter calling for a “US-style”
rental market.
They have formed a new campaign group called Better
Renting for Britain which is calling for delivery of
housing for long-term rent offering a potential £30bn of
new private finance.
The campaign group said an American-style rental
market – where single companies own large portfolios
of homes – is the solution to the UK’s housing
shortfall.
Melanie Leech, chief executive of the British Property
Federation, said: “Supporting the build-to-rent sector
will help the next government meet the housebuilding
targets that all the main political parties have pledged
to voters during this election.
“It will help reinvigorate our city centres and support
local authorities that want to help retain their young
people who need homes.
“And most importantly, for renters, it will revolutionise
the sector, providing greater choice of tenure length,
rent certainty and high levels of customer service.”
The letter, signed by representatives from 41
companies, called for the rental sector to remain
operating as a free market and for councils to allocate

land specifically for rented housing.
It says the campaign group wants to create “more
professionally managed rented housing, purposefully
designed and built with the long-term occupier in
mind”.
Nick Jopling, executive director for property at
Grainger, the UK’s largest listed residential landlord,
said: “Not only do we need to build many more homes,
but we need to make sure renters get a better deal.
“As a business that’s been around since 1912, we want
to see a rental market that provides long-term options
as well as good value for money and customer service.
“By supporting build-to-rent, the future British
government can encourage companies like ourselves to
help increase housing supply and improve standards of
living in the rental market.”
Adviser view
David Stone, a partner with London-based Mansion
House Capital, said: “I think the issue is market
liquidity.
“Regulation is reducing market liquidity after the
mortgage market review, and we don’t want to see that
in the buy-to-let sector.”
From FT Advisor

TENANT EVICTIONS REACH SIX-YEAR HIGH AMID RISING RENTS AND
BENEFIT CUTS
The number of tenants evicted from their homes is at a
six-year high, according to new figures, as rising rents
and cuts to benefits make tenancies increasingly
unaffordable.
County court bailiffs in England and Wales evicted
more than 11,000 families in the first three months of
2015, an increase of 8% on the same period last year
and 51% higher than five years ago.
The increase in the number of tenants losing their
homes means 2015 is on course to break last year’s
record levels. Nearly 42,000 families were evicted from

rental accommodation in 2014, the highest number
since records began in 2000.
Rental prices have soared in many UK cities but wages
failing to keep pace with rising costs and caps to
benefits have left many poorer tenants unable to make
payments.
Separate figures also published on Thursday showed
almost 59,000 households have had their benefits
capped in the past two years. Nearly half of those
families were in London, where the average monthly
rent for a two-bedroom home is £2,216.
Housing charities said the figures were a glaring
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TENANT EVICTIONS REACH SIX-YEAR HIGH AMID RISING RENTS
AND BENEFIT CUTS
reminder that many tenants were struggling to maintain
a roof over their heads, and they called on the new
government to do more to tackle a housing crisis in the
UK.
The latest repossession statistics, published by the
Ministry of Justice, reveal the highest number of
evictions in a single quarter since 2009, when
comparable records began, with nearly 126 families
forced out every day.
Between January and March, 11,307 tenants and their
families were evicted by bailiffs, compared with a
figure of 10,380 between October and December last
year, and 10,482 in the first quarter of 2014.
The record figure comes as the number of landlord
repossession claims – the first step of the legal process
leading to an eviction – also rose. Claims were up 10%
on the last quarter, but at 42,226 they remained below a
six-year high of 47,208 in the first quarter of 2014.
Claims by both private and social landlords were up, the
figures showed, although most of the rise was explained
by claims by the latter. Social landlords were behind
nearly five times as many attempts to recover properties
than private landlords, the figures showed. These
landlords are typically housing associations providing
homes at lower rents than the market rate, often to
tenants who receive housing benefit.
In the first three months of the year, 64% of possession
claims were made by social landlords. These 27,204
court actions came alongside 5,551 made by private
landlords and 9,741 accelerated claims, which could
have been by either social or private landlords.
In May 2014, when the threat of evictions reached its
highest level for a decade, the National Housing
Federation, which represents housing associations
across England, told the Guardian the bedroom tax was
causing problems for social landlords. The policy cuts
the amount of housing benefit paid to social housing
tenants whose homes are deemed too large for their
requirements. Benefit sanctions were also thought to be
causing problems.
But many housing associations, particularly in London
and the south-east, have turned out tenants as they have
sought to redevelop generations-old estates to take
advantage of the big rise in property values. This has in
turn led to an increase in the number of grassroots
campaigns to oppose evictions, such as the Focus E15
mothers.
In one case of eviction resistance last week, activists
from Housing Action Southwark and Lambeth in
London answered a call from a 14-year-old girl to
successfully resist her family’s eviction from a flat in an
estate that Southwark council had marked for
demolition. Elsewhere in the capital, shorthold tenants
in Brixton’s Loughborough Park estate, owned by the
Guinness Partnership housing association, have defied

eviction orders by occupying their flats.
The MoJ figures came on the same day as the
Department for Work and Pensions revealed that 58,690
households across the UK had their benefits capped to a
maximum of £26,000 a year since April 2013.
Londoners were the worst affected, with 26,636 families
facing a cut in benefits over the period to February
2015, followed by 5,953 in the rest of the south-east.
DWP proposals to meet the Conservatives’ pledge to
cut £12bn from the welfare budget, in documents leaked
to the Guardian last week, included barring under-25s
from claiming housing benefit, increasing the bedroom
tax on certain categories of tenants, limiting welfare
payments by family size and freezing welfare benefits at
current levels.
Responding to the eviction statistics, Campbell Robb,
chief executive of Shelter, said: “Today’s figures are a
glaring reminder that sky-high housing costs and
welfare cuts are leaving thousands of people battling to
keep a roof over their heads.
“Every day at Shelter we see the devastating impact of a
housing market at boiling point, with the cost of renting
so high that many families are living in fear that just one
thing like losing their job or becoming ill could leave
them with the bailiffs knocking at the door.
“The new government must make sure people aren’t left
to fall through the cracks and hurtling towards
homelessness by preserving, if not strengthening, the
frayed housing safety net to protect ordinary families
desperately struggling to make ends meet.”
Betsy Dillner, director of the campaign group
Generation Rent, said: “These record eviction figures
and signs that they are accelerating are a stark reminder
of the housing crisis that the government must urgently
start taking seriously now they’re back in power.
“Whether it’s an inability to pay expensive rents or a
landlord’s desire to take back their property, the fact
that more than 40,000 families were forced out of their
homes last year is a symptom of the government’s
failure to create a sustainable housing market.”
The housing minister, Brandon Lewis, defended the
government’s performance, pointing out that mortgage
repossessions had fallen drastically, keeping owneroccupiers in their “hard-earned homes”.
He said: “Mortgage repossessions continue to fall at
56% lower than this time last year, and the lowest
annual figure since the series began in 1987.
Meanwhile, numbers of county court mortgage
possession claims continue to fall to the lowest
quarterly number since records began. This is thanks to
our work to tackle the deficit and keep interest rates
low, helping more families to stay in their hard earned
homes.
“There are strong protections in place to guard families
(Continued on page 12)
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TENANT EVICTIONS REACH SIX-YEAR HIGH AMID RISING RENTS AND
BENEFIT CUTS
against the threat of homelessness. We increased
spending to prevent homelessness, with over £500m
made available to help the most vulnerable in society
and ensure we don’t return to the bad old days when

homelessness in England was nearly double what it is
today.”
From Crisis

TENANT DEPOSIT DISPUTES
USING VIDEOS AND PHOTOGRAPHS AS EVIDENCE
As a landlord or letting agent you will be aware that
good quality photographic and video evidence is of
great value in demonstrating the extent of any damage
or dilapidations to your rental property during, and
particularly at the end of a rental period.
If you feel that it is reasonable to make deductions from
your tenant’s deposit at the end of the tenancy for
things like cleaning charges, damage or redecoration,
then photographic/video evidence will assist in your
negotiations with the tenant. In the unlikely event that
you and your tenant cannot agree on the proposed
deductions and you need to use an Alternative Dispute
Resolution service, you will need to submit evidence to
an impartial adjudicator to support your claim to the
deposit money.
NOTE: It is impor tant to note photogr aphs should
support the wr itten descr iption within your check in
report or inventory and should not be relied on
exclusively
What should I photograph/record at the beginning
and end of the tenancy?
At the beginning of the tenancy you should take
photographs/video of each room within the property,
clearly showing any existing damage or wear and tear.
Visual evidence can be beneficial in covering a wide
area within the property in a short space of time and
helps give an overall view of the property for an
impartial party. Photographs can, in some cases, be
used to show greater detail and it is just a matter of
preference which method you use (however, see
quality).
On check out, video and photographs should clearly
show any dilapidations and damage.
TOP TIP: Remember to concentr ate on any ar eas in
the property you know cause issues and often require
negotiation at the end of the tenancy.
Quality

It goes without saying that good quality photographs/
video are paramount when negotiating with your
tenants or painting a clear picture for an adjudicator.
Make sure your photos/video are taken in good lighting
with a good picture resolution, particularly if you are
taking video footage on a digital camcorder or mobile
phone, as lighting and clarity can vary considerably. If
you intend on printing the images then ensure you use a
good quality printer.
Format and scaling
You should provide an indication of scale, either with a
ruler or household item such as a pen.
It is also helpful to have a referencing system within
your inventory/check-in report where photographs can
be numbered and paired with the descriptive condition
and areas of the property.
Authentication
Photographs/video, especially in a case referred for
adjudication, will need to be authenticated to show the
date they were taken.
If photographic or video evidence is not date stamped
then an adjudicator cannot verify when it was taken.
For this reason best practice is to embed photographs
into the inventory and condition report, get a signature
from the tenant at the start and end of the tenancy and
have the date stamped on the photo. If photographs
taken at the start are not embedded or date stamped you
should ask your tenant to sign and date each
photograph to verify the detail. Video footage can also
have the date shown digitally on the screen.
NB: If you ar e r elying on your computer ’s
properties page to show the date the photograph was
taken, you should provide the Scheme with a print
screen image of the properties page as the date may be
lost during the file upload
From MyDeposits

LETTING AGENT FEES AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
Under the Consumer Rights Act 2015 it is now a legal
requirement for all letting and managing agents in
England and Wales to publicise details of their fees
and to say whether they do not have client money

2015

protection. They must also give the name of the
redress scheme of which they are a member.
Membership of a redress scheme is compulsory for
agents. The intention is that there should be full
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LETTING AGENT FEES AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
transparency to deter double charging to both the
landlord and the tenant and enabling tenants and
landlords to shop around.
Which fees must be displayed
All charges or fees (however defined) which are
payable to the agent, either by a landlord or a tenant,
where a property is let under an assured shorthold
tenancy or other assured tenancy must be displayed
both in the agent's office and on the agent's website.
This applies where a fee relates to either letting agency
work or property management work carried out by the
agent.
IMPORTANT: The legislation only applies to letting
agents and managing agents. IT DOES NOT APPLY
TO LANDLORDS.
The requirement is for a comprehensive list of
everything that a landlord or tenant could be asked to
pay by the letting agent at any time before during or
after a tenancy. There are certain limited exemptions.
Landlords and tenants should be able to know how to
calculate exactly what they will be charged and when.
Any other relevant potential legislation should also be
followed. This includes guidance for advertisers
published by the Advertising Standards Authority on
how to make sure that there optional fees including the
rent are stated clearly and upfront in publicity material.
Exemptions
An agent does not need to publicise the following  Rent payable to the landlord.
 Tenancy Deposits
Any fees charges or penalties which the letting agent
receives from a landlord under a tenancy for the benefit
of another person. For example, if the agent arranges a
service, e.g. a gardener and passes payment from the
landlord to the gardener then there is no requirement to
publicise the payment which is charged by the gardener,
so long as the agent does not take "a cut" or add a fee
for this service.
How fees must be publicised
The agent must display a list of fees at each of their
business premises where they deal face to face. It must
be where it is likely to be able to be seen. Someone
walking into the office should be able to see the list
without having to ask for it. If the agent has a website,
a list of fees must also be published on the website.
How the fees should be displayed
The list of fees must be comprehensive. The defined
terms such as administration costs must not be used.
All costs must be inclusive of tax, e.g. VAT. This also
applies to the main fees charged by agents to landlords.
Examples of charges
 Costs for marketing the property.
 Cost of conducting viewings for a landlord
 Tenant credit checks and references
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Preparation of a tenancy agreement
Preparing an inventory
It must be made clear whether the charges relates to
each unit of accommodation or if it is a charge on each
tenant.
If it cannot be reasonably agreed in advance then how
the cost is calculated must be described.
Landlords must be able to understand what a fee is for
and why it is being imposed.
If an agent has a range of charges and fees according to
the level of services provided then the list must identify
the charges and the related service e.g.
 Fee for a let only service being 8% of the rent.
 Fee for let and rent collection service 12%.
 Full management service 15%
It is acceptable to split the charge between tenants and
landlords where both have received benefit from the
service, e.g. the cost of drawing up a tenancy
agreement.
Client money protection and redress schemes
In addition to the fees, agents must publicise whether
they are a member of a client protection scheme and
which redress scheme they have joined. All agents are
required to be a member of a redress scheme. If an
agent is not a member of a client money protection
scheme this must be made clear. This information must
also be displayed in the office and on the agent's
website.
Who is a letting agent?
Letting agents for these purposes are defined as a
person who engages in letting agency work. An agent
does not have to exclusively engage in letting agency
work but if they undertake it they are treated as a
letting agent irrespective of anything else they may do.
Lettings agency work is defined as things done by an
agent in response to instructions from  A private rented sector landlord who wants to find a
tenant, or
 A tenant who wants to find a property in the private
rented sector (i.e. where an agent provides a
property finding service for prospective tenants).
The following are excluded  Publicising
advertisements
or
providing
information.
 Providing a platform for landlords and tenants to
make direct contact with each other in response to
any advertisement or information provided.
Providing a way for landlords or tenants to continue to
communicate directly with each other.
Property Management Work
Property management work means things done by an
agent in the course of a business in response to
instructions from another person who wants the agent
(Continued on page 14)
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to
arrange
services,
repairs,
maintenance,
improvement or insurance or to deal with any other
aspect of the management of residential premises.
Enforcement
The enforcement authorities are the Consumer
Protection
Departments/Trading
Standards
Departments.
An enforcement authority can impose a penalty of up
to £5,000 where agents engaged in letting or
management works are required to publish their fees
or other details but have failed to do so.
The Government guidance in England indicates that a
£5,000 penalty should be considered the norm and that
a lower penalty should only be charged if the authority
is satisfied that there are extenuating circumstances.
An agent who fails to comply has the right to make
representations within 28 days following the issue of a
notice of intention to issue the penalty.
Lack of awareness at the outset could be considered as
extenuating circumstances in the early days but there
is no guarantee of this. Any penalty should be
proportionate to the turnover/scale of the business
concerned.
These penalties can be issued again if the agent
continues to fail to comply.
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Enforcement process
The enforcement authority must give written notice of
the intention to impose a penalty setting out
 The reasons for the penalty
 The amount
 That there is a 28 day period to make written
representations/objections.
This notice must be served within 6 months of the date
on which the enforcement authority becomes aware of
the failure to comply.
At the end of the 28 day period the authority must
issue a final notice taking into account any
representations received.
Appeals
There is a right of appeal to the First Tier Tribunal.
Appeals can be made on the ground that  The decision to impose a fine was based on an
error or was wrong in law
 In outline it is unreasonable
 The decision was unreasonable for any other
reason.
Payment is suspended pending any appeal.
From the RLA

30,000 HOMES AT RISK OF GAS DANGERS IN THE SUMMER
New research, released today by Gas Safe Register,
reveals that every day last summer 189 homes faced a
dangerous gas emergency. Between May and
September 2014, the gas emergency service provider
National Grid was called out to 30,000 dangerous
incidents, which included gas leaks, fires, explosions
and over 9,500 cases related to carbon monoxide (CO)
poisoning.
Gas Safe Register found that one in five homeowners
(19%) said they do not use gas boilers at all during the
summer, despite admitting they are still using hot
water and cooking on gas appliances. The public are
putting themselves at risk during the summer by
unwittingly believing that as their heating is turned off
they are not using their boiler and therefore not
thinking about staying gas safe. Furthermore, a third of
people say they use a gas barbecue on a weekly basis
during the summer further exposing themselves to
potential gas dangers.
Badly fitted and poorly maintained gas appliances can
cause serious harm. Gas barbecues, and even portable
barbecues, can be just as dangerous as unmaintained
gas appliances - if faulty or brought into confined
spaces, such as a tent, they can emit deadly levels of
CO fumes. In the past three years, 28 people have been

killed or injured from CO poisoning after bringing a
barbecue into a confined space.
Gas Safe Register has teamed up with NHS Choices to
highlight the dangers faced from poorly maintained gas
appliances and barbecues during the summer and to
encourage people to recognise the symptoms of CO
poisoning. A new safety advice video will feature on
the NHS website.
From Gas Safe Register

Remember that from October all
properties will need to have working
carbon monoxide detectors at the
beginning of a tenancy.
You can find a range of smoke and
carbon monoxide detectors in the B&Q
Tradepoint catalogue.
Contact Ruth Clarke to order a B&Q
card.
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TENANT DEPOSITS
The Deposit Protection Service (The DPS) has advised
landlords and letting agents to act soon over older
tenancy deposits now that new legislation has
introduced a deadline for their protection.
Following the Deregulation Act, which passed into law
at the end of March, landlords have until 23 June 2015
to protect deposits that were taken before 6 April 2007
and which they are still holding for periodic tenancies
agreed on or after that date.
Periodic tenancies are those which continue on a periodby-period basis once the term specified in the original
agreement has passed.
The Act has also clarified the uncertainty created by a
June 2013 decision by the Court of Appeal in the
Superstrike v Rodrigues case over the need for
landlords to provide ‘prescribed information’ upon
every renewal or the tenancy becoming periodic. The
Act states that if the prescribed information has been
validly given in relation to an initial tenancy, it does not

need to be given again in respect of replacement
tenancies (except where circumstances or details
change).
Prescribed information is the information that a landlord
must by law make available to the tenant about the
deposit protection scheme protecting their deposit and
other specific details about the deposit and tenancy.
Julian Foster, Managing Director of The DPS, said:
“The DPS welcomes these changes, which provides
much needed clarity over the protection of older
deposits.
“It brings an end to confusion over the management of
deposits taken before the legislation came into force that
have been retained by landlords past their original
tenancy period.
“The DPS will now help landlords and agents act in
time to protect older deposits.”
From the DPS

LIES, LIES AND DAMNED STATISTICS
Commenting on the Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)
report: A Nation of Renters, Richard Lambert, Chief
Executive Officer at the National Landlords Association
said:
“We recognise that bad practice exists in private
housing, that it can have a devastating effect on those it
affects, and that it needs to be stamped out. But this
report uses loose definitions to compound a perception
that private housing is insecure and unsuitable across
the board, and it ignores the weight of evidence to the
contrary.
“The English Housing Survey finds that the average
tenancy now lasts just shy of 4 years, and that only 7%
of tenancies are ended by landlords. Our own research*
shows that 86 per cent of families consider their
properties as their ‘home’ and that 62 per cent do not

see renting as a barrier to family life. Furthermore just
0.5 per cent of families who rent privately say they’ve
had to move because their landlord increased their rent.
“What this shows is that private housing is far from the
CAB’s assertion of a market that is ‘failing
systematically to deliver what consumers want’. Those
who suffer at the hands of the criminal and negligent
minority do so because of widespread failure of local
councils to commit resources to enforcing the laws that
already exist against poor landlords and criminal
standards, and because of the failure of successive
governments to incentivise the building of much needed
homes that would relieve the pressure on the whole
housing market.”
From NLA

REDUCTION IN BOILER PRICES
Cat code

Description

New Price ex VAT

788560

Simplicity 25

£ 525

749070

Simplicity 30

£ 550

729623

Simplicity 35

£ 575

750228

Simplicity 20T

£ 559

788662

Simplicity 25T

£ 584

736838

Simplicity 30T

£ 617
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WHAT IS A LANDLORD GAS SAFETY REPORT (CP12)
AND HOW IS IT COMPLETED?
As landlords I’m sure you are already familiar with the
legal requirements to have an annual Landlord Safety
Report (LSR/CP12) completed in any property that
uses either natural or bottled gas (LPG) as a fuel
source. However are you aware of how the CP12 report
is completed and what checks the engineers undertake?
The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) regulations 1998
deal with the Landlords obligations to ensure that any
gas appliances, fittings and flues within the property
are safe. It is the responsibility of the landlord to ensure
that all gas appliances, pipe work, meters and flues are
maintained and are working safely. This must be
completed every 12 months by a registered Gas Safe
engineer
A CP12 is a visual check and functional test of all gas
appliances and their safety devices. This is not an
annual appliance service.
Engineers check for the following:
 Check that there is a correct supply of combustion
air to the burner.
 Check of all safety and failsafe devices to ensure
they are functioning to industry guidelines.
 Check of the flue systems to ensure sure that fumes
and emissions are being safely removed to outside
the property.
 Flue gas analysis to ensure that gases are being
burned properly and completely, i.e. no carbon
monoxide emissions.
 Readings of standing and working pressure of
appliances.
 Unsatisfactory wear and tear to appliance and
components.
The Report and Advisories
Once the engineer has completed all the checks a
certificate and/or advisories will be issued.
Pass
This means all of your appliances adhere to the current
gas safety regulations, industry standards and
manufacturer’s guidance and can continue to be used.
Not to Current Standards
Engineers may issue a ‘not to current standards’ notice
for the appliance/s. Due to the continued reviews and

changes in gas safety regulations some appliances may
not now meet current standards. However this does
necessarily mean they are dangerous and unsafe to use.
This is an advisory that as an owner you may want to
review the appliances and have work carried out to
meet the current regulations.
At Risk
An ‘At Risk’ notice issued by the engineer means that
there are some safety concerns with you appliance/s.
The engineer will advise you of the potential problems
and advise you of what you can do to rectify these
issues. You appliance will be turned off and it is
strongly recommended that it is not turned back on and
used until any issues have been resolved.
Immediately Dangerous
If an ‘Immediately Dangerous’ notice is issued for your
appliance/s it will be switched off immediately and
have the gas and electrical supply, where appropriate
isolated. The appliance must not be used as there is
immediate risk to the property and more importantly its
occupants. The engineer will inform you of the dangers
and advise you of how this can be rectified. The
engineer is legally obliged to shut off the appliance to
protect the safety of all concerned. This will also lead
to a failed CP12. Therefore in order to be compliant
problems must be resolved as soon as possible.
Once the property has had any advisories or problems
resolved and has been passed on the CP12 a copy of the
report must be presented to tenants within 28 days of
certification and to all new tenants when signing new
tenancy agreements.
Gas Safety is an important issue and should not be
ignored. A landlord has a duty of care of all tenants.
Carbon Monoxide alarms are strongly recommended
for all fossil fuel burning appliances. They are
relatively in-expensive and save lives year in year out.
Under new government legislation, Carbon Monoxide
alarms will become compulsory in rented properties
from October 2015.
For more information about Gas Safety Reports or
safety devices please contact Blue Flame on Freephone
0800 074 9132 or visit www.blueflameheat.co.uk
From Blue Flame

PAT TESTING UNDER BS7671
Recent press reports following on an investigation by
the consumer magazine WHICH raised a question from
some of our Landlords as to their responsibilities and
when PAT testing should be carried out.
EDITED VERSION FROM WHICH PLEASE GO TO
THE MAGAZINE ITSELF FOR THE FULL REPORT:
FAMILIES are being put at risk by faulty kitchen

appliances that have caused 12,000 fires in three years.
The fires, involving fridges, dishwashers and washing
machines, have resulted in massive damage, injury and
deaths, an investigation by WHICH also revealed.
[Separate figures from the London Fire Brigade point
to 71 serious injuries and seven deaths linked to blazes
caused by household appliances in the capital alone
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since 2010].
WHICH also stated that many of the appliances were
known to have a fault but owners were not warned.
There are concerns that manufacturers are not recalling
or repairing products they know have problems.
The Which? Figures include fires caused by ‘faulty,
incorrectly installed or improperly maintained’
appliances and occurred between January 2011 and
March
2014.
While fires are the biggest threat faults can also pose
other types of risk, damage and injury including
fatalities. These are often the appliances that we leave
on overnight. More needs to be done to protect
consumers from this risk and it’s crucial that products
known to be dangerous are recalled or replaced as
quickly as possible.’
PAT TESTING & LANDLORDS & ADVICE:
1. THE 1987 act separated the responsibility to
whoever pays the electricity bill for the property.
This clearly lets out most commercial Landlords
2. The portable appliance act is a slightly misleading
name as in some cases the appliance is far from
portable. [i.e. water heaters, space heaters etc]
3. Clearest indication we can offer is if the Landlords
owns the appliance it is the Landlords
responsibility.

4. HOLIDAY HOMES: Most appliances are Landlord
owned so that is fairly straightforward.

5. TENANTED: Most appliances are owned by the
tenant however there are items that will be deemed
to be owned by the Landlord.
6. EXAMPLE: One of our clients’ rents out several
properties and although there may be 50 appliances
on the premises in most cases the Landlord owns
less than a dozen of them. However we still have to
inspect & certify.
Insurers as usual will be very circumspect and in the
event of a claim could refuse if a certificate they require
is not in evidence.
We suspect that regular testing of equipment would
reveal any problems with the appliance and for we
would suggest that items could be inspected more
regularly and reduce the fire risk. In deed many
charities that sell on electrical equipment actually pay to
have them certified as safe. On average we reject 10%
of these items as our test reveals a safety issue. Our
advices consult an expert electrician
If you would like any advice or further clarification
please contact us.
Stan Barlow TEE LTD 01872 553541 or email
info@teeltd.co.uk
From TEE
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SURVEYOR WITH OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE PROSECUTED FOR
SUBMITTING FORGED TENANCY AGREEMENTS
In the latest in a series of prosecutions by Brent
Council, a landlord and his planning agent who tried to
deceive the Council and the Planning Inspectorate by
submitting forged tenancy agreements were fined
thousands of pounds by Willesden Magistrates' Court
this month.
Mr Martin Joseph Hetherton, the landlord, and Mr
Michael Durham, a surveyor with over 30 years
experience, had tried to seek planning permission for a
studio flat on 67 Church Lane in Brent.
They submitted fake tenancy agreements to cover the
years 2008, 2009 and 2011 to try and trick the planning
authorities into believing that the studio flat had been in
use for over 4 years and was therefore lawful.
It was discovered that the tenancy agreements were
fake because they were created on ‘Law Pack Forms'
that were not actually published until 2012, meaning
that none of the agreements could have been signed in
2008, 2009 or 2011.

On 19 May 2015 at Willesden Magistrates' Court both
Mr Hetherton and Mr Durham pleaded guilty to the
charges and were each fined £3,000 and ordered to pay
costs of £2,286.
The court heard how this conviction meant Mr Durham
would no longer be able to continue working as a
surveyor and that he had already resigned from the
professional group that regulates surveyors.
Councillor Margaret McLennan, Lead Member for
Regeneration and Housing at Brent Council said:
"Professional misconduct such as this is unacceptable.
"Planning rules are in place for a reason and those
who ignore them run the risk of not just receiving hefty
fines but of having their professional reputations
ruined too."
From London Property Licensing

ESTATE AGENT JAILED FOR SWINDLING TENANTS
An estate agent who did not repay £67,000 she took
from tenants before giving her boyfriend £45,000 who
then bought a Jaguar car has been jailed.
Helen Gregory, 55, from Chesterfield, Derbyshire, had
promised a judge that she would return the £67,000
handed over as deposit money by her victims.
She had been paid £45,000 by another business, but
instead of giving the money to her creditors she
immediately transferred the funds into her partner's
account and he then bought the couple a £25,000
luxury car.
Gregory admitted three charges of engaging in unfair
commercial practices in August last year, but a judge
agreed to postpone her sentencing after she reassured
the court she would be able to raise enough money to
pay back her victims through the sale of a property.
However, the sale fell through and Gregory, who
owned agencies which operated in the Peaks, Dales,
and Chesterfield, has now been jailed for ten months.
Derby Crown Court was told Gregory had been paid
the £45,000 between December 2014 and January of
this year.
Judge John Burgess said: 'There are victims who are
quite understandably furious. 'Not just that they lost
their money, but the case has been strung out for two
years or more. 'It sticks in the throat that someone
could buy themselves out of a custodial sentence.'
Jailing Gregory, Judge Burgess said: 'It would have
been more impressive if the £45,000 you received had
not been paid to your partner, and then funds from that
process gone to a payment of an expensive motor car.

'This money should have been paid back to creditors.'
Gregory was investigated by Trading Standards in 2011
after complaints from tenants who had not received
their deposit money back. Instead she was pumping the
money into her failing business.
She admitted three charges of engaging in unfair
commercial practices in August last year, but a judge
agreed to postpone her sentencing after she said
reassured the court she would be able to raise enough
money to pay back her victims
Christopher Lowe, prosecuting, told Derby Crown
Court that investigations uncovered a total of 1,126
deposits were received by Gregory during the five
years of her offending of which some 796 had not been
paid into the Deposit Protection Scheme. These
deposits total some £548,747.'
Further investigations found that £67,000 was owed to
victims identified by Trading Standards.
Robert Sandford, defending Gregory, said the rest of
the money had been paid back to tenants - despite not
being paid into the scheme.
The investigation found that deposits received by
Gregory, which should have been paid into the Deposit
Protection Service had not been received by the
service. Gregory was registering tenancy deposits with
the service, but many were cancelled by the service
after money was not transferred into the scheme.
She was arrested in December 2012 on suspicion of
fraud by abusing her position as director.
Mr Sandford said Gregory had an 'unblemished
character' before the charges were brought against her.
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He said Gregory's businesses began failing as the
financial crisis unfolded, and she had started 'robbing
Peter to pay Paul'.
In August 2014 - after pleading guilty - Gregory
claimed she was close to selling a property in Matlock,
which would raise enough funds to repay victims. The
judge accepted this offer and delayed sentencing.
But the court heard last week that this sale had fallen
through and no subsequent offers had been made.
However, Mr Sandford said Gregory's partner had
exchanged contracts on a property he owned in
Bakewell, and was prepared to pay her debt with the
proceeds. Mr Sandford said there was a 'real prospect'
that victims could be repaid in full by the start of June.

LANDLADY HIT WITH

But Judge Burgess did not accept the offer. He said:
'This is a case of promises, promises, promises being
made and not kept. I'm not prepared to accept another
promise and have to look at the damage which has been
done. The harm can be seen in the anger expressed by
the people who have lost money because of you. This is
far too serious for anything other than a custodial
sentence.'
Gregory was also banned from working as a company
director for six years.
A proceeds of crime hearing has been set for September
10.
From Mail Online

£160,000 FIRE SAFETY FINE AFTER FATAL HOUSE BLAZE

landlady has been fined £160,000 and ordered to pay
£40,000 prosecution costs for breaking fire safety laws
following a fatal fire in one of the Hounslow properties
she rented out.
Surinder Rana was found guilty of four offences under
the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and
was sentenced on Friday (1 May) at Kingston Crown
Court.
The fire occurred shortly after 5am, on 8, August 2011
at 41 Cromwell Road, which was a house in multiple
occupation (HMO) containing 10 people. Four fire
engines and 20 firefighters were called to tackle the
blaze which affected the ground floor, first floor and
loft.
A number of people managed to escape the first floor of
the property but one of the residents – Mr Sukhi Singh
- was found in the heavily smoke logged kitchen on the
ground floor. He was taken to hospital where he died
shortly afterwards.
London Fire Brigade fire safety inspectors visited the
house the same day and found a number of fire safety
breaches including:
 that it wasn’t possible for people to evacuate the
premises quickly and safely
 no fire detectors or smoke alarms
 no firefighting equipment
 that no proper fire risk assessment was in place for
the property
Following the inspection of the property and the
neighbouring house, also owned by Mrs Rana and used
as an HMO, the Brigade issued a prohibition notice,
preventing their use as residential accommodation
until they had been fitted with suitable fire separation,
adequate fire detection and emergency lighting..
Speaking after the sentencing London Fire Brigade’s
Assistant Commissioner for Fire Safety Neil Orbell

said: “Landlords have a responsibility to keep their
tenants safe from fire and if they are ignoring those
responsibilities and putting the people living in their
properties at risk we will not hesitate to prosecute.
“The sentence handed down to Mrs Rana is a stark
reminder to landlords that the court’s take fire safety as
seriously as we do and that the penalties for ignoring it
are severe.”
At her trial at Kingston Crown Court Mrs Rana had
denied the following four offences under the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. The trial lasted more
than two weeks and on 23 March a jury found her guilty
of all four offences.
Offences and sentences:
 Failure to make a suitable and sufficient assessment
of risk, contrary to articles 9(1) £40,000 fine; 200
hours unpaid work (concurrent)
 Failure to appropriately equip premises with fire
detection, contrary to articles 13(1)(a) £40,000 fine;
200 hours unpaid work (concurrent)
 Failure to appropriately equip premises with fire
fighting equipment, contrary to articles 13(1)
(a) £40,000 fine; 200 hours unpaid work
(concurrent)
 Failure to ensure that persons can evacuate premises
as quickly and safely as possible, contrary to
articles 14(2)(b) £40,000 fine; 200 hours unpaid
work (concurrent)
Under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005,
employers or those who have control over a premises
(known as the ‘responsible person’) are required to
carry out a fire risk assessment and act on its findings.
The risk assessment should also identify actions which
need to be taken in order to protect the building from
fire. It must be kept under constant review and amended
if any changes are made to the premises.
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LANDLADY HIT WITH

£160,000 FIRE SAFETY FINE AFTER FATAL

HOUSE BLAZE
London Fire Brigade carries out around 16,000 fire
This type of case serves as a reminder to
inspections of premises each year and although the
all landlords of the importance of having
majority of buildings are managed well in regard to
adequate fire safety measures in their
fire, there are still too many buildings that do not have
an adequate fire risk assessment and as a result have
properties.
fire exits blocked, inadequate fire alarms or poor
training for staff. The Brigade can and does prosecute
companies or individuals if there are breaches to fire
legislation and though court action is a last resort,
recent cases show that the courts will issue fines or
even consider prison sentences for serious cases.
The fire safety breaches were not alleged to have
caused the death of the deceased. Breaches of fire
safety are measured by the risk of death or serious
injury to relevant persons at the premises.
From London Fire Brigade

Tel: 01872 277256
If you have any concerns or queries
relating to Fire Safety or equipment
remember that Jeff Hick is available to
offer FREE advice to CRLA members
Mobile: 07815 854691
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

PERRANPORTH LANDLORD FINED FOR HOUSING FAILURES
Cornwall Council’s private sector housing team has
successfully prosecuted landlord Abu Mohammed
Murshed Chowdhury of Massala Restaurant, St Pirans
Road, Perranporth, TR6 0BJ.
At a hearing at Truro Magistrates Court on the 20 May
2015, Mr Chowdhury pleaded guilty to failing to
comply with two Improvement Notices served under
Section 11 and 12 of the Housing Act 2004, and three
breaches of The Management of Houses in Multiple
Occupation (England) Regulations 2006. Mr
Chowdhury was fined £2000 and ordered to pay costs
of £1635.10 to Cornwall Council with a victim
surcharge of £120.
An inspection of the
living
accommodation
above the commercial
premises was carried out
which found that the
property was a house in
multiple
occupation
being poorly managed
with
disrepair
to
bathroom utilities, cracked glazing in a bedroom and
potential electrical hazards. There was no form of
fixed, controllable heating in any of the rooms leaving
occupants exposed to the health risks of excessively
cold temperatures. There was also concern over the fire
detection and lack of adequate fire protection provided
at the property leaving occupants exposed to the risk of
injury should a fire occur.
Improvement Notices were served for both the hazards
‘Fire’ and ‘Excess Cold’ on the 21October 2014
requiring specified works to be completed by the 21
January 2015.

The disrepair and breaches
identified
under
The
Management of Houses in
Multiple
Occupation
(England) Regulations 2006
were to be completed by 21
December 2014. A visit by
Cornwall Council’s Private
Sector Housing Team on
the 28 January 2015 found that both of the
Improvement Notices had not been complied with, and
some Management Regulation failures were still
outstanding.
Joyce Duffin, Cornwall Council cabinet member for
housing and environment said: “Cornwall Council is
committed to supporting all private sector landlords to
help them comply fully with their legal
responsibilities. Through the Cornwall Responsible
Landlords Scheme, Cornwall Council has developed a
private rental standard for Cornwall which lays out the
key elements of what is needed to comply with the law
in an easy to understand format. The scheme will help
good and improving landlords understand an area that
can often be perceived as complex by providing access
to advice and support”.
Landlords or property agents who wish to know more
about their legal obligations are encouraged to express
their interest in the ‘Responsible Landlords Scheme’ by
making contact with the private sector housing team.
Expressions of interest can be emailed to the team –
rlsc@cornwall.gov.uk or contact the Cornwall
Responsible Landlord Scheme Lead Officer on 01872
224543 for more information.
From Cornwall Council
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WOKING LANDLORD FOUND GUILTY OF SAFETY FAILINGS
A private landlord has been fined £7000 and ordered to
undertake 200 hours of unpaid work, after he was found
to not have the required licence for a house of multiple
occupation in his ownership.
The property in Woking, Surrey, owned by Mr Pervez
Akhtar, was also found to have a number of fire safety
breaches.
Redhill Magistrates’ Court heard how Mr Akhtar had
put his tenants in danger due to the lack of safety precautions, including not having an adequate fire alarm
system.
The three storey house was rented to unrelated tenants
and as a result required to possess an HMO licence from
the council.

Despite being contacted by the council on a number of
occasions, Mr Akhtar did not apply for a HMOs licence.
Instead, he provided the council with fraudulent tenancy
agreements which meant he could avoid licencing the
property.
Neil Coles, Woking Borough Council’s Housing Standards Manager, said: “Woking Borough Council will not
tolerate the actions of private landlords who put their
tenants at risk or think they can provide us with false
documentation. They should not underestimate the seriousness of failing to comply with their legal obligations,
which as in this case, could lead to a significant fine.”
From Fire Industry Association

LANDLORD FINED OVER MOULDY HOMES
A landlord has been made to pay more than £6,000
after vulnerable residents were found to be living in
mouldy homes without smoke alarms.
Dudley Council prosecuted Balwinder Singh Dhadwal
over a number of failings at properties in Wynall Lane,
Stourbridge.
Housing officials were concerned for the safety of
tenants living in the homes, many of which were found
to have electrical problems.
Magistrates heard on Thursday that the council had tried
to get Dhadwal to improve the standard of living
conditions before taking him to court.
Dhadwal, aged 60, of Kidderminster Road, Hagley,
pleaded guilty to five breaches of the Housing Act and

failing to adhere an order preventing a property being re
-let.
He was fined £5,325 and told to pay £1,310 in court
costs.
The council's housing chief Gaye Partridge said: “This
sends out a clear message that we will do everything we
can to protect tenants living in private accommodation
wherever possible.
“Landlords who do not take advice and fail to improve
their properties can expect an expensive visit to court.”
From Expressandstar.com

UNSCRUPULOUS LANDLORD FINED
A landlord who crammed too many tenants into his
rental property in Harlington and put their lives at
risk by failing to install fire safety measures was hit
with an £11,000 fine after a Hillingdon Council
prosecution.
Javeed Hossain of 66 Rydal Crescent, Perivale, is the
landlord of 26 New Road, Harlington, a three-storey
property operating as a house of multiple occupation
(HMO).
Following a Hillingdon Council investigation into
overcrowding and a lack of fire precautions, Hossain
had to obtain an HMO licence limiting the maximum
number of people at the property to six and install a fire
warning and protection system.
A later visit by council officers found that not only had
the landlord breached the HMO licence by permitting
10 tenants to occupy the property, but he had failed to
install the required fire alarm system.

£11,000

There were inadequate fire doors, a lack of smoke and
heat detectors and no emergency illuminated exit signs
on the stairs. Hossain had also allowed a pregnant
woman and her partner to live in a room in the roof that
was unfit for people to live in due to its restricted size.
On Tuesday 19 May, Hossain was found guilty at
Uxbridge Magistrates' Court for failing to comply with
the Housing Act HMO licence and install the required
full fire protection system under HMO management
regulations. A total fine of £11,000 plus a victim
surcharge of £120 was imposed and the council was
awarded full costs of £884.
Cllr Keith Burrows, Cabinet Member for Planning,
Transportation and Recycling at Hillingdon Council,
said:
"This unscrupulous landlord put his tenants' lives at risk
by neglecting to ensure that an adequate fire safety
(Continued on page 22)
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UNSCRUPULOUS LANDLORD FINED
system was in place at his property and the
consequences could have been fatal if a fire had broken
out. He also put his greed before their welfare by
cramming too many people into the house and

£11,000

pocketing the rent. I am pleased that the courts have
imposed such a heavy fine on Mr Hossain, reflecting
the seriousness of his offences."
From Hillingdon.gov.uk

LANDLORD FINED AGAIN AFTER REFUSING TO IMPROVE PROPERTY
A landlord who has consistently refused to carry out
vital works on his rental property has been prosecuted
and fined for the second time at Southend Magistrates
Court (21st May).
The case come after he ignored another Improvement
Notice to fix the roof of a property he rents out to
ensure it is water-tight, meets building regulations, and
prevents against penetrating damp in the property.
Mr Victor Robbins, of Rayleigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea
and owner of a first floor flat in Burdett Avenue,
Westcliff-on-Sea was found guilty in his absence and
fined £3500, along with a £120 victim surcharge and
£460 in costs. The maximum fine is £5000.
The council was also granted a compensation order of
£1604 for previous works that were carried out in
default. This followed a hearing in November when Mr
Robbins was fined £2500, along with a £120 victim
surcharge and £670 in costs. This money has yet to be
paid and a warrant remains out for his arrest.
The Council’s Private Sector Housing Team led the
case after receiving complaints from the tenants of the
property in February 2014, about damp and a lack of
action by Mr Robbins. A PSH Enforcement Officer
inspected the property in March which confirmed the
property was suffering from severe penetrating damp

and excess cold due to a lack of provision of fixed
controllable heating. The internal and external stairs
were in a hazardous state and the gas boiler had not
been serviced for a number of years.
The case was also forwarded to the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE), who have their own prosecution case
against the landlord.
Cllr David Norman, Executive Councillor for Housing,
Planning, and Regulatory Services, says: “To ignore
two improvement notices so brazenly is completely
unacceptable and wrong, and so I am very pleased that
the team have been tenacious in their work and have
refused to give up in their quest to ensure that this
landlord is bought to book and the property bought up
to an acceptable standard. I am also pleased that
another fine has been levied and we will be carrying
out these additional roof works in default and charging
that back to Mr Robbins.
“National regulations are in place for a reason and our
Private Sector Housing Team are committed in their
investigations to tackle this menace. I hope that this
sends a further message to other landlords out there
who are not complying with their duties.”
From Southend.gov.uk

HMO FOUND TO HAVE NO FIRE ALARM
A landlord has been handed an £11,000 fine and
ordered to pay over £1000 in costs after being found to
have put tenants’ lives at risk.
Mr Javeed Hossain was found guilty at Uxbridge
Magistrates Court of having failed to obtain an
appropriate house of multiple occupation licence.
Initially, Mr Hossain was required to obtain an HMO
licence limiting the number of residents in the property
in Harlington, London, to six.
A later visit by council officers, however, found that
not only had Mr Hossain breached the HMO licence by
permitting 10 tenants to occupy the property, but there
were a number of fire safety breaches at the property.
The property had no working fire alarm fitted,
inadequate fire doors, a lack of smoke and heat
detectors and no emergency illuminated exit signs on
the stairs.
Cllr Keith Burrows, Cabinet Member for Planning,

Transportation and Recycling at Hillingdon Council,
said: "This unscrupulous landlord put his tenants' lives
at risk by neglecting to ensure that an adequate fire
safety system was in place, and the consequences could
have been fatal if a fire had broken out.
“He also put his greed before their welfare by
cramming too many people into the house and
pocketing the rent. I am pleased that the courts have
imposed such a heavy fine on Mr Hossain, reflecting
the seriousness of his offences."
From FIA Newsletter
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ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
So first: dealing with those who shouldn’t be here. That
starts with making Britain a less attractive place to come
and work illegally. The truth is it has been too easy to
work illegally and employ illegal workers here.
So we’ll take a radical step – we’ll make illegal working
a criminal offence in its own right. That means wages
paid to illegal migrants will be seized as proceeds of
crime and more businesses will be told when their
workers’ visas expire, so if you’re involved in illegal
working – employer or employee – you’re breaking the
law.
There are other ways we can identify those who shouldn’t be here, for example through housing. For the first
time we’ve had landlords checking whether their tenants

are here legally. The Liberal Democrats only wanted us
to run a pilot on that one. But now we’ve got a majority,
we will roll it out nationwide, and we’ll change the rules
so landlords can evict illegal immigrants more quickly.
We’ll also crack down on the unscrupulous landlords
who cram houses full of illegal migrants, by introducing
a new mandatory licensing regime. And, a bit like ending jobs when visas expire, we’ll consult on cancelling
tenancies automatically at the same point. It’s not just
through housing and jobs; we can track down illegal
migrants through the banking system too.
From Speech by David Cameron 21 May 2015

JUDGMENT PROMPTS REVIEW OF THOUSANDS OF HOUSING CASES
Local authority housing lawyers will potentially have to
review thousands of applications for accommodation
after the Supreme Court widened the scope of
vulnerable applicants who are considered homeless.
Giving judgment in the appeals Hotak v London
Borough of Southwark, Kanu v London Borough of
Southwark and Johnson v Solihull Metropolitan
Borough Council [2015] UKSC 30, the Supreme Court
said councils should compare applicants with ‘an
ordinary person if made homeless, not an ordinary
actual homeless person’.
Advertisement
Under section 188 of the Housing Act 1996, local
authorities have a duty to ensure accommodation is
made available for applicants who are homeless and
have priority need.
The court also said financial pressures should not
influence decisions on applications made by homeless
people claiming to be vulnerable and in priority need.
The judgment states that a local authority’s duty under
part seven of the Housing Act 1996 ‘is not to be
influenced or affected by the resources available to the
authority.
‘Once they have determined the status of an applicant
under [part seven], their duty to that applicant is as
defined in the act: the fact that the authority may be

very short of money and/or available accommodation
cannot in any way affect whether an applicant is in
priority need.’
Lawyers in Local Government housing spokesperson
Alison Stuart said: ‘With unprecedented austerity
pressures, an ever-increasing housing crisis and now a
possible influx of more applicants satisfying the
vulnerability criteria, this judgment will clearly affect
how councils deal with future homelessness decisions,
and careful consideration on how the local authority
satisfies its duties, responsibilities, and obligations to
the most vulnerable members of society.’
Stuart said financial considerations were ‘paramount’
and the judgment placed local authorities with a ‘huge’
responsibility, especially in light of an earlier Supreme
Court judgment, Nzolameso v City of Westminster 2015
UKSC 22, which tightened rules relating to local
authorities providing accommodation outside their own
districts to those they owed a housing duty.
But Stuart said ‘some comfort’ was provided by
Supreme Court president Lord Neuberger’s remark
within the judgment that 'an appeal against a review
cannot succeed in every case where the wrong
comparator has been invoked or a wrong legal
assumption is made’.
From Law Gazette

MOST TENANTS HAPPY WITH THEIR LANDLORD
81 per cent of tenants in the private rental sector are
satisfied with their current landlord according to
research from Paragon Mortgages.
500 tenants were questioned in relation to their views on
their current tenancy as well as their future housing
aspirations.

The vast majority, at 82 per cent, considered their rental
property as their home. Furthermore, 70 per cent
perceived the rent that they paid to be good or very
good value for money.
However, some minor issues were found, with 12 per
(Continued on page 24)
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MOST TENANTS HAPPY WITH THEIR LANDLORD
cent of tenants confessing that they felt uncomfortable
approaching their landlord in order to ask about
extending their tenancy agreement, with 6 per cent who
had requested a longer tenancy being met with refusal.

However, 57 per cent said they had always been happy
with the tenancy offered, and 17 per cent had found
that their landlord had agreed to a longer tenancy.
From residentiallandlord.co.uk

CONSULTANTS AND LETTING AGENTS MISINTERPRETING THE RISKS
OF EXPOSURE TO LEGIONELLA OF THEIR TENANTS
Issue
Consultants and letting agents are i) using the revised
L8 ACOP to infer there is new legislation regarding
landlords responsibilities and ii) misrepresenting what
the law requires of landlords of domestic rented
properties in relation to assessing and controlling the
risks of exposure to Legionella bacteria of their tenants,
for financial gain.

Panel opinion
Health and Safety law does not require landlords to
produce a ‘Legionnaires testing certificate'. Legionella
testing is required only in exceptional circumstances
and generally not in domestic hot and cold water
systems. Such letting agents and consultants are
scaremongering landlords, for financial gain, by
misinterpreting and exaggerating the legal requirements
to manage and control legionella in domestic premises.
From Health and Safety Executive

THE GOOD LANDLORD GUIDE
Landlords have gained a pretty poor reputation in
recent years. A reputation that, in the large part, is
totally unjustified. However, by being one of the ‘good
guys’, you have an opportunity to win your tenants
over. And that means that they are more likely to renew
each year and that you can get the most out of your
investment. By following these 10 simple steps you can
protect your property and the people living in it.
1. Preparation Is Everything
We all know that first impressions are lasting. So,
before you even let potential tenants view your
property, make sure it is looking its best. Have the
property cleaned and finish those simple DIY jobs.
Consider whether you want to let the property
furnished or not - just remember that the more items
you provide the wider your liability will be. Making the
right impression can make the difference between your
property being snapped up, or sitting on the market for
a long time.
2. Safety First
As a landlord, you have a legal obligation to ensure
your property meets safety standards. This includes
making sure your have complied with Gas Safety,
Electrical Safety and ensuring there are fire alarms and
carbon monoxide alarms fitted. Get these checked
regularly and keep records. Don't forget, if you don't
comply with the regulations, not only could you be
putting your tenants at risk but your Landlord Insurance
could be invalidated.
3. Get a Letting Agent or Going It Alone
The choice between using a letting agent or managing
the process yourself comes down to two things - time
and money. Letting agents take a percentage of the

profits from your rental income, which can be
anywhere between 8-15%. But in return they save you
time looking for tenants and checking references as
well as being the day-to-day point of call should there
be any problems. If you do decide to go with a letting
agent, it is essential you choose a good one who
delivers the best possible value for your money.
4. Find The Right Tenant
With the right property, you will most likely have a
number of potential tenants to choose from. The key is
making sure you pick the right one. Start by getting
references - the ideal reference is a verifiable one from
a previous landlord. Take the time to follow up on the
references to make sure they are genuine. Next, carry
out a credit check to verify not only that the tenant will
be able to pay the rent, but that they are actually who
they say they are. Even if you are using a letting agent,
it's best to carry out the interviews yourself and go with
your gut instinct. Remember, a good relationship with
your tenant can be worth more than anything written on
paper.
5. Know Your Rights
If you're going to be a good landlord, it's essential you
understand both your rights and the rights of your
tenant. For example, you need to know when you are
legally allowed to enter the tenant's home (never
without at least 24 hours notice), where the
responsibilities lie for the upkeep of the property, and
what to do should you wish to evict the tenant. All the
rights should be detailed in the tenancy agreement. A
letting agent or solicitor can help you draw up a
tenancy agreement, or there are a number of templates
available to download from sites such as the
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THE GOOD LANDLORD GUIDE
Residential Landlords Association.
6. Deposits
It is common practice to insist on a deposit of between 4
-6 weeks rent to offer protection against any damage
caused by the tenant. Since April 2007, new legislation
was introduced which means that landlords must
register their tenant's deposit with an approved Tenancy
Deposit Protection (TDP) scheme. Be aware, if you
don't protect your tenant's deposit when required, your
tenants can take you to court and you may have to repay
them up to three times the amount of their deposit.
7. Detailed Inventory
A detailed and accurate inventory can be one of the
most important documents you create as a landlord. It is
especially important if you are letting a furnished
property. The inventory is your proof of how the
property was provided on the day the tenant moved in.
It should describe in detail everything in your property,
and needs to be clear and easy to understand. You might
even want to consider taking some photos of the items
and getting them signed by you and the tenant - a simple
way to protect you should any disputes arise.
8. Residential Landlords Insurance
The responsibility for insuring your property comes
down to you, the landlord. However, most standard
house insurance policies won't give you the level of
cover you really need. Which is why you need
Residential Landlords Insurance that does. Not only do
you need to think about the building, you also need to
consider the people living in your property. Letting to
students or DSS tenants will often require different
cover than letting to professionals, as will letting to
single occupants versus families. You should also cover

yourself for periods of vacancy, for example between
tenancy agreements or should the property be
uninhabitable due to repairs. Finding a Landlord's
Insurance that is flexible enough to adapt to your needs
is essential for your peace of mind and for the peace of
mind of your tenants.
9. Ending A Tenancy Agreement
The majority of tenancy agreements come to a natural
and amicable end. However, there may be times when
you need to get rid of your tenant because there is a
problem. First you will need to be able to supply 'good
proof' for evicting them, for example if they haven't
paid their rent for more than 8 weeks or they have
broken some of the terms of the tenancy agreement. To
start eviction proceedings you will need to serve a
Section 8 Notice, which gives the tenant 14 days to
respond. If there is still no resolution to the problem,
then you will need to apply to the court for a possession
order. It's a relatively simple process, but not one that
any Landlord wants to have to resort to. Which is why
finding the right tenants in the first place is so
important.
10. Vacant Periods
There may be times when your property is left vacant.
Even then, the wise landlord will take steps to make
sure the property is protected. Try and make the
property appeared lived in by collecting the post
regularly, opening and closing the blinds frequently, and
even consider using a light timer. If possible, have a car
parked in the driveway. Hopefully, these will only be
brief gaps, but do make sure that your insurance covers
you for vacant periods.
From Towergate Insurance

EU RULING RAISES VAT FOR LANDLORDS
A new ruling by the European Court of Justice will
mean that it is now more expensive to insulate private
rental properties.
It was ruled on Thursday that the lower 5 per cent rate
of VAT applicable to energy efficiency products
breached EU law and thus could only be charged in the
case of such products being used for social housing. All
other forms of housing tenure, including privately
rented accommodation, will be charged a rate of 20 per
cent.
The change comes mere months after it was announced
that the Landlord Energy Savings Allowance was to be
scrapped, despite the fact that it offered essential
support in improving the energy efficiency of private
rental housing.
Government statistics have proved that 32 per cent of all
private sector housing was built prior to 1919, meaning
that it is particularly troublesome to insulate. A mere 24

per cent of private rental properties have cavity wall
insulation whilst just 25 per cent have 200mm or more
of loft insulation.
The new rule means that the installation of rooftop solar
panels and home insulation will be hundreds of pounds
more expensive, in spite of the fact that renewable
energy targets have been imposed on the UK by the
EU.
This would add hundreds of pounds to the cost of
installing home insulation measures and rooftop solar
panels - despite the fact the EU has imposed renewable
energy targets on the UK and wants the UK to improve
its energy efficiency.
Experts said the ruling presents a 'direct challenge' to
the Chancellor's so-called 'triple lock' commitment in
the Queen's Speech, which rules out increases in income
tax, VAT and national insurance.
From residentiallandlord.co.uk
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CONTACT DETAILS
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
info@ruthclarke.com

Martin Follett (Secretary and Solicitor)
Michelmores LLP
CALL MARTIN FOR FREE LEGAL ADVICE

(01392) 687415
(Mobile: 07816 068 702)
martin.follett@michelmores.com
www.michelmores.com/

Colin MacKenzie (Tenants Reference List queries)

(01326) 378695
seamac38@tiscali.co.uk

Tony Kent (Insurance)

(01872) 262175
anthonyjkent@btinternet.com

Rob Bull

(01409) 221403
febull@tiscali.co.uk

Anne Ball

07971 785092
Anne@davidballestateagents.co.uk

Alan Odgers

(01872) 271435
a_odgers@sky.com

Robert Jones

(01736) 798675
jones.robert27@sky.com

Dave Eddy

01736 795542
david.eddy@btconnect.com

Judith Tresidder

01326 312402

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)

(01872) 271947
johnsavage@total-accounting.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498 or Email: info@ruthclarke.com

(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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DIARY DATES
Tuesday 7 July 2015

General Meeting, New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Representative from
Cornwall Council Revenues Department re Council Tax and Students and
Representatives from Housing Benefits and Department of Works and Pension re
Universal Credit

Tuesday 1 September 2015

General Meeting, New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm.
speaking on EPCs and the important dates of 2016 and 2018

Speaker Vince Falco

Tuesday 1 September 2015 Annual General Meeting, New County Hall, Truro 6pm
Thursday 8 October 2015

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am

Tuesday 3 November 2015

General Meeting, New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speakers Mike Firth, MD of
Reef Water Solutions Limited speaking about landlord responsibilities relating to
Legionella and Martin Follett, CRLA Director and Partner at Michelmores LLP will
take a look at the recent changes in law and practice in the last year

Thursday 10 December 2015 Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am
Do you know of a meeting missed from this list?
Do you have suggestions for speakers or topics for 2016?
Please send your ideas to Ruth Clarke

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP OF CRLA INCLUDE:

FREE legal advice fr om Mar tin Follett of
Michelmores
01392 687415 or email
martin.follett@michelmores.com

DISCOUNTS on paint fr om Leyland Paints,
Treliske Industrial Estate Truro

FREE Fir e Safety advice fr om Jeff Hick
01872 277256 or email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

DISCOUNTS on online tenant finding fr om
Rented! (www.rentedonline.co.uk )

FREE Tax Investigation Insur ance Cover
through Bateman

DISCOUNTS on online tenant finding fr om
Rentify (www.rentify.com)

DISCOUNTED cost of r ent books fr om CRLA

FREE Handbook with guidance on all aspects of DISCOUNTS on building mater ials with B&Q
Tradepoint
letting
FREE documents downloadable fr om the
members only area of the website
(www.crla.org.uk)
Bi-Monthly meetings at County Hall
HELP with tenant r efer encing (contact Ruth
Clarke for forms and/or assistance

DISCOUNTS on cleaning ser vices with Taylor
Maids Cornwall
PREFERENTIAL RATES fr om Fir eCr est
Tel: 01209 831417 or website
www.extinguisher.com (Please note this is NOT a
discount from FireCrest

ADVANTAGEOUS RATES on insur ance
DISCOUNTS on mater ials fr om Tr avis Per kins through Bateman and Boswell)

Contact Ruth Clarke for details of any of the above or visit the CRLA website
www.crla.org.uk

